25 NOV 69

Dear Mom & Dad,

Thanks for the cookies. Godufd them right up. I don't think I will need to manage canned goods for awhile. I have laid in good stock. Also now have enough reading matter to last me for awhile.

Two generals are coming to visit L & Ellen this afternoon, so everyone is busy engaged in cleaning up the dump. The L & L is a bit cleaner than last time I was here, but it still bears a resemblance to a slanty town. Considering the conditions there isn't anything that can be done about it.

We took a few mortar rounds last night. They all landed well outside the perimeter. Part of
the HQ's defense includes ground surveillance radar, which can detect the movement of individuals at a great distance. It's very effective—the artillery was blowing the fool out of the target seconds after the rounds were launched. Gunships were also called. Quite an entertaining evening, but everyone is beat today from lack of sleep.

How did Karen Anne do this season? Who plays in Thanksgiving Day? I have been footing at the Sunday paper for the scores. Thanks. At has been playing most of their games on Friday Night.

The picture was taken about a month ago. I don't have the slide box anymore.

Love,

Bob